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Back of the book
Palpitations
Fan U 

It was an odd day. A friend from
South Mumbai picked me up.
His car was upholstered in
splashy red and blue with the
words “City” everywhere.
Seeing me bewildered, he
explained, “See, I was a Hull City
guy but they are now shit so I’m
becoming a Manchester City
person but I told the garage to
remove Hull from the car right
now because it’s bothering me.
Manchester is coming.” I nodded
and rode in silence, hiding my
utter confusion.  

In my limited knowledge,
these were names of places in the

UK. I couldn’t understand 
why a thirtysomething,
cosmopolitan, South Mumbai
business owner with a stint at
Wharton would find kinship
with coal producing English
industrial towns. He relieved my
pain, “The Premier League boss,
you’re not into it? Get into it.” I
suppose getting into it meant
driving around Mumbai with
half the graphic of an English
football team with flexible
embroidery options to match
one’s allegiances in transition.

“I’m lucky that my team has a
City in the name, that way I don’t
have to throw away all the seat
covers. And I can get some
curtains redone the same way.
People who like a team with
United in the name, like Man
United or Leeds are fine too but 
if you switch from Tottenham 
to Arsenal, you’re finished, 
you have to throw away
everything,” he said as if
delivering a death sentence.   

Although there’s no patriotic

rationale behind Noida call
centre employees howling at the
defeat of a team defending the
honour of a few square miles
around Notting Hill Gate, the
popularity of English Premier
League merchandise in India is
one of the highest in the world
(after Dubai, Malaysia and, of
course, England). 

On important club game
nights across urban India, “who
do you support” at dinner
parties is almost never a
conversation about anything
local, “Man U dude” is often
screamed at bars, people leave
gatherings at 1am to rush to a
TV. If stuck in someone’s home,
they sneak into the kid’s
bedroom and watch and fight
with some teenager about his
club choice. The tragic sight of
seeing cooks and domestic help
wearing MIT and University of
Rochester T-shirts is replaced
now with Premier League
jerseys.  The trend was clearly
strong enough for people to

create the IPL, which is popular
but its merchandise isn’t.   

“Would you wear a Dhoni
Chennai Super Kings
underwear? You wouldn’t
because people would think 
you were not classy,” explained
an illegal re-seller of Premier
League stuff who also runs a 
tattoo shop. “But Aston Villa
boxers are classy.” He was
wearing Newcastle slippers 
and was lighting a cigarette 
with a lighter shaped like 
striker Cristiano Ronaldo’s
torso. “These cricketers, they
come and go man. They are not
for people who have standards.
If you have standards, you
would take this.” He tried to
tempt me into buying an
Everton inflatable baby pool.
“Last week this Bandra girl
wanted a tattoo of Liverpool on
her butt cheek. I did it.” It’s
probably the greatest thing done
for Liverpool since its defence
against German bomb raids in
World War II.  
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